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1961:	First	man	in	space	
Source: appel.nasa.gov 
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1961:	First	man	in	space	
Source: appel.nasa.gov Source: blogs.nasa.gov 
1963:	First	woman	in	space	
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1961:	First	man	in	space	
1965:	First	spacewalk	
Source: appel.nasa.gov Source: blogs.nasa.gov 
1963:	First	woman	in	space	
Source: history.nasa.gov 
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1961:	First	man	in	space	
1965:	First	spacewalk	 1969:	First	astronauts	on	moon	
Source: appel.nasa.gov Source: blogs.nasa.gov 
1963:	First	woman	in	space	
Source: history.nasa.gov Source: nasa.gov 
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Source: nasa.gov Today:	Interna/onal	Space	Sta/on	
Overview	of	NASA	
Currently:	10	centers	plus	headquarters	
Source: https://nasajobs.nasa.gov/images/map_notitle.gif 
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Overview	of	Ames	Research	Center	
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Overview	of	the	
Human	Systems	Integra/on	Division	
•  Over	120	members	
•  15	labs	in	areas	such	as:	
-  Airspace	Opera/ons	
-  Fa/gue	Countermeasures	
-  Human	Computer	Interac/on	
-  Psychophysiological	Research	
-  Vision	Research	
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Samples	of	Vision	Research	
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Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
(led	by	Dr.	Bernard	D.	Adelstein)	
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Space	Shu>le	
• 3	G	accelera/on	
• ±0.1	g	vibra/on	
Credit: NASA 
Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
(led	by	Dr.	Bernard	D.	Adelstein)	
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Credit: NASA 
Space	Shu>le	
• 3	G	accelera/on	
• ±0.1	g	vibra/on	
Proposed	Ares	I	rocket	
• 3.8	G	accelera/on	
• ±0.7	g	vibra/on	
(12	Hz,	2.5	mm	peak	to	peak)	
Credit: NASA 
Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
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Space	Shu>le	cockpit	
Credit: NASA 
Astronauts	acquire	informa/on	from	the	myriad	of	interfaces	to	make	decisions.	
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Credit: NASA 
Source: YouTube 
Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
29 foot radius centrifuge with 20 revolutions per minute 
(to achieve 3.8 G acceleration) 
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Credit: NASA 
Source: YouTube 
Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
29 foot radius centrifuge with 20 revolutions per minute 
(to achieve 3.8 G acceleration) 
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Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
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Task	
1. Visually	acquire	the	relevant	informa/on.	
2. Make	an	eye	movement	to	the	cell.	
3. Select	a	target	string	of	three	digits.	
4. Read	the	digits	in	the	target.	
5. Make	a	two-alterna/ve	forced	choice:	
“yes”	if	a	monotonic	sequence,															
“no”	if	not	a	monotonic	sequence.	
6. Press	one	of	two	response	bu>ons.	
Independent	variables	
1.	Font	size	(10	and	14	point)	
2.	Vibra/on	level	
Par/cipants	
general	popula/on	and	crew	
Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
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Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
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Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
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Strobing	Countermeasure	
Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
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Strobing	Countermeasure	
Inﬂuence	of	Vibra/on	and	Accelera/on	on	
Visual	Performance	
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Display	was	strobed	in	/me	with	the	
vibra/ng	chair.	
Display	strobing	was	an	eﬀec/ve	
compensa/ng	technique	for	reducing	
reading	errors	in	this	study.	
Patent	8,711,462	awarded	in	2014.	
Adelstein	BD,	Kaiser	MK,	Beu>er,	BR,	McCann	RS,	Anderson	MR	(2013)	Display	strobing:	An	eﬀec/ve	countermeasure	against	visual	
blur	from	whole-body	vibra/on.		Acta	Astronau/ca,	92:	53-64.	
Strobing	Countermeasure	
Comprehensive	Oculometric	Behavioral	
Response	Assessment	(COBRA)	
(led	by	Dr.	Lee	Stone)	
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The	goal	is	to	assess	neural	impairment	
using	a	short	(15	minute)	oculometric	
assessment.	
Impairment	in	visual	processing	and	
pursuit	tracking	can	result	from	many	
causes	(e.g.,	cor/cal	lesions,	brainstem	
damage).	
34	The	Dodge	Photochronograph,	1908	
Scien/sts	have	inves/gated	the	associa/on	between	oculometrics	and	
nervous	system	disorders	for	decades.	
Comprehensive	Oculometric	Behavioral	
Response	Assessment	(COBRA)	
Comprehensive	Oculometric	Behavioral	
Response	Assessment	(COBRA)	
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•  Target	speed:	16,	18,	20,	22	or	24	deg/sec.	
•  Target	direc/on:	0°	to	358°	on	the	fronto-parallel	plane	in	2°	increments.	
•  180	trials	
•  Display:	LCD	high-deﬁni/on	monitor	at	144Hz	
•  Eye	Tracker:	ISCAN	video-based	tracker	at	240	Hz	
/me	
posi/on	
center 
of screen 
Rashbass	step-ramp	SEmulus	
Comprehensive	Oculometric	Behavioral	
Response	Assessment	(COBRA)	
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10	measures	
Pursuit	Ini/a/on	
1.	Latency	of	pursuit	ini/a/on	
2.	Open-loop	pursuit	accelera/on	
Steady	state	tracking	
3.	Gain	(ra/o	of	eye	velocity	to	target	velocity	along	s/mulus	direc/on)	
4.	Catch-up	saccade	amplitude	
5.	Propor/on	of	the	response	consis/ng	of	smooth	movement	
	(ra/o	of	pursuit	eye	displacement	to	total	eye	displacement)	
Direc/on	tuning	
6.	Oblique	eﬀect	amplitude	
7.	Horizontal-ver/cal	asymmetry	
8.	Direc/onal	noise	
Speed	tuning	
9.	Speed	responsiveness	
10.	Speed	noise	
/me	
posi/on	
center 
of screen 
Rashbass	step-ramp	SEmulus	
Comprehensive	Oculometric	Behavioral	
Response	Assessment	(COBRA)	
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Results	across	41	subjects	
Comprehensive	Oculometric	Behavioral	
Response	Assessment	(COBRA)	
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Compute a “TBI Impairment Index” based on z-scores for 34 TBI patients (red) and 
41 control subjects (green). 
Example of Potential Benefit: Assessment of Traumatic Brain Injury 
Comprehensive	Oculometric	Behavioral	
Response	Assessment	(COBRA)	
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-  It requires only about 15 minutes. 
-  This approach may be a useful quantitative screening test for pathological states. 
-  Specific deficits may show characteristic patterns across different metrics. 
-  Example: Degenerative retinal disease may show prolonged pursuit latency but 
unimpaired steady-state tracking. 
-  Example: Schizophrenia may show normal pursuit latency but low open-loop 
acceleration. 
-  Multidimensionality provides a relatively high overall sensitivity. 
Summary 
Patent	9,730,582	awarded	in	2017.	
Liston DB and Stone LS (2014) Oculometric assessment of dynamic visual processing.  Journal of Vision, 14: 1-17. 
Liston DB, Wong LR and Stone LS (2017) Oculometric Assessment of Sensorimotor Impairment Associated with TBI.  
Optometry and Vision Science, 94: 51-59. 
More	Informa/on	
Ames	Human	Systems	Integra/on	Division:		h>p://hsi.arc.nasa.gov	
Ames	Visitor	Center:		h>p://www.nasa.gov/ames/visitorcenter.html	
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